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In life we come across many types of pests that infest our
environment. They come in all shapes and sizes, colours of the
rainbow, smelly, dirty, bright, dark, ugly and in some cases
beautiful pieces of art that one wonders how in heavens name
can such a beautiful creature become a pest.
On the other side of the coin we have what I call the invisible pests, the ones are constantly
hanging around like a bad smell, feeding on and off the carcasses of dead animals like the
carrion that they are. Yes they could be buzzards, hyenas, vultures, jackals perhaps and who
knows they may even come in human form.
Yesterday I had a strange encounter of the latter, the human pest who is also a known key board
warrior, who is nothing but a worm, known for being a miserable little bastard to say the least.
Fit only for crocodile meat. I had this strange mobile text full of bravado, threatening me if I did
not stop exposing him to the world for the little pest that he is. Well I have news for him and his
“Louie the fly” mates. I will not use mortein to eradicate this pest from the environment but use
subtle means of extermination. They do say that you can skin a cat in more ways than one, but
how does one skin a pest that has the brain power of a worm.
Well I thought I had better write an article about pests in our environment and given them new
scientific names that best describe their character. If readers can provider better descriptions, I
am more than happy to oblige. Mind you I must keep to using Greek to describe them on a
scientific basis and keeping in line with normal and expected paradigms. There are 13 new
species that have been catalogued according to their status and longevity within the confines of
the Pest society.
1.

Heliopilis Saganitis.
Saganitis the self-style pest
leader who consciously undermines everyone; is the same pest
who constantly lives in the dark, feeds on lies and fables.
Saganitis is not your traditional pest but tries hard to emulate
one. According to the Pest Catalogue, Saganitis and has been
expelled for impersonation.

2.

Asparitis Profilitis.
Profilitis is a bright young pest
who given his youthful age demonstrates great leadership skills
within the Outcast Society. According to the Pest Catalogue he is
not a member of the society and considered “pest non grata”.

3.

Ignoramus Stigmatises.
A distant relative of
Saganitis, Stigmatises is of dubious origins, a pest who has a
habit of undermining others in order to obtain the upper hand.
According to the Pest Catalogue, Stigmatises is not a member
and has been expelled.

4.

Caractus Horribilios.
Horribilios is believed to be
an illegitimate pest related to Pasagitis and is known to contact
the financial institutions in an attempt to freeze funds.
According to the Pest Catalogue, Horribilios is not a member
and has been expelled.

5.

Ingratitus Dermatitis. Dermatitis is known for contacting the
Consummation Bureau requesting meditation. According to the
Pest Catalogue, Dermatitis is not a Life Member and was
expelled.

6.

Foustanelitis Orangitis.
Orangitis is one of the oldest
of the pest varieties who has been around a long time and has
managed to survive the ravages of time. According to the Pest
Catalogue, Orangitis is not a Life members, expelled and a pest
non grata.

7.

Tantalitis Pasagitis.
Pasagitis is a good example
of a pest who lives in the dark feeding of faecal matter.
According to the Pest Catalogue, Pasagitis is not a Life member
and was expelled

8.

Anginitis Ksipolitis.
Ksipolitis is known pest for
their clinging nature and burrowing features. According to the
Pest Catalogue, Ksipolitis is not a member and a pest non
grata.

9.

Pandilikas Dermalitis. Dermatitis is distantly related to
Dermatitis but of an entirely different breed of pest. Dermatitis
seeks the light but like a moth often gets burnt. According to the
Pest Catalogue, Dermatitis is not a Life member and a pest non
grata.

10. Kostipanitis Konquitrakis.
Konquitrakis is
believed to be another of Pasagitis illegitimate brood but no
proof has yet been determined. Konquitrakis failure to warn
other pests is but one character defect. According to the Pest
Catalogue Konquitrakis is not a life member and has also been
expelled.

11. Ambrositis Giranditis. Giranditis is good friends with Profilitis
and are often seen flying like bogon moths around City night
lights with other bogon pests. According to the Pest Catalogue
Giranditis is one of the few who have paid their Pest
membership but is considered pest non grata.

12. Saligari Obnoxities.
Obnoxities is a disgruntled
pest who wants to be known as the Pest Messiah. A wannabee
legend pest in his lifetime. Known to haunt dark cellars and feed
off faecal matter like his mate Pasagitis. According to the Pest
Catalogue Obnoxities does not exist.

13. Silicosis Jongalitis.
Jongalitis is a self-seeking
and undermining pest whose only qualification is the inability to
be honest. Often seen eating faecal matter with his mates
Pasagitis and Obnoxities. According to the Pest Catalogue
Jongalitis does not exist.

Well there we have it. A whole new field of bugs with the exception of the rat who is synonymous
with a variety of pests found today in our environment. For me it has been fun in being able to
draw similarities with today’s world and that of a make believe one. As I stated earlier, there is
more than one way to skin a cat. This is but one of them. I am sure readers have better things
to do than read the article above.
Disclaimer. Any similarities to live bugs, grubs, pests,
animals or humans is purely coincidental. No bug, grub or
animal was harmed during the making of the article and
humane Photoshop techniques were utilised under
observation by inspectors.
Please contact the author if identification of the bugs in real
life can be confirmed. Only qualified academics may apply.
As always, apologies to purists for my poor grammar and savagery of the English language. I
wish you all well and hope that this article does not cause ambiguity in the minds of those who
read it.
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